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NEW QUESTION: 1
How is access to knowledge articles administered?
A. User Criteria and User Roles
B. Filter Conditions on the knowledge base
C. User Criteria and Entitlements
D. User Roles
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Zone-redundant storage (ZRS)
Zone-redundant storage (ZRS) replicates your data synchronously
across three storage clusters in a single region.
LRS would not remain available if a data center in the region
fails
GRS and RA GRS use asynchronous replication.
Box 2: StorageV2 (general purpose V2)
ZRS only support GPv2.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-r
edundancy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-r
edundancy-zrs

NEW QUESTION: 3
Determine the number of bigrams and trigrams in the sentence.
"Data is the new oil".
A. 4 bigrams, 4 trigrams
B. 3 bigrams, 4 trigrams
C. 4 bigrams, 3 trigrams
D. 3 bigrams, 3 trigrams
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
The TESTDB container database (CDB) running in ARCHIVELOG mode
contains two pluggable databases (PDBs) PDB1and PDB2.
A connect descriptor for TESTDBis mapped to the TNS alias
testdb in tnsnames.ora.
The default RMANconfiguration is used.
Examine these commands:
Which files are backed up?
A. all root and PDB1data files, and the CONTROLFILE and SPFILE
B. all root and PDB1 data files, and the CONTROLFILE, SPFILE,
ONLINE REDO LOG FILES, and ARCHIVELOGS
C. all root and PDB1 data files
D. all root and PDB1data files, and the CONTROLFILE, SPFILE,
and FLASHBACKLOGS
E. all root and PDB1data files, and the CONTROLFILE, SPFILE,
and ARCHIVELOGS
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:

https://oracle-base.com/articles/12c/multitenant-rman-backup-re
covery-cdb-and-pdb-12cr1
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